
License agreement

for the use of free plugins

to the OpenSolution computer software

§ 1

Definitions

In the content of this Agreement, the following words and designations should be understood as 

follows:

1. OpenSolution – OpenSolution Zdzisław Zawada based in Goleszo% w, ul. Fabryczna 23/1, 

43-440 Goleszo% w, REGON No: 240262286, VAT Registration No: PL5482377466, 

represented by Zdzisław Zawada.

2. User – a person, who in any way came into possession of the Software created by 

OpenSolution, to which this agreement is attached.

3. Agreement – this license agreement.

4. Software - Quick.Cms.Ext or Quick.Cart.Ext paid computer software created by 

OpenSolution.

5. Use of the Software - any use of the Software by the User including downloading, 

installing, copying, logging on to the administration panel.

6. Plugin - a free extension of functionalities or other elements of software released by 

OpenSolution.

7. Definitions not listed in this license agreements are understood as they were described in

the paid OpenSolution computer software license Agreement.

§ 2

Subject of the Agreement, conclusion of the Agreement

1. The subject of this Agreement is granting to the User by OpenSolution a license for 

installation and use of Plugins to the Software on terms described in the following parts 

of the Agreement.

2. OpenSolution states, that they are the creator as well as the sole and exclusive entity 

entitled to grant license and provide the Software.

3. The Agreement regulates terms of use of the Plugins.

4. OpenSolution states, that they own the exclusive copyrights of the Software to the full 

extent, without any limitations to third parties with the explicit understanding, that the 

copyright does not extend to popular additional software included in the "plugins/" 

directory, which run under separate license agreements, and which the User should 

familiarize himself or herself immediately after installing them.



5. The Agreement is concluded between OpenSolution and the User at the moment a Plugin 

is installed or its first use by the User.

6. Use of the Plugin constitutes acceptance of terms of the Agreement.

§ 3

Scope of use, limitations, penalties

1. OpenSolution grants the User a free, indefinite, non-exclusive license on the territory of 

the entire world in the scope of use of the Software related to extending the Software 

using plugins.

2. An unconditional term of granting license to a User is being in possession of a legally 

obtained Software, to which the Plugins will be added. The license is granted exclusively 

in the scope of use with the Software.

3. The User is obliged to use the Plugins according to its intended use and functionality.

4. In case of reuse or distribution of the Software, the User is obliged to explain terms of the 

Agreement to others.

5. The User is not allowed to use the Software for illegal purposes.

6. The User acknowledges, that some Plugins may only be available in the English language 

version.

7. All Users using the Plugins are obliged to familiarize themselves with the Agreement and 

to keep its provisions.

§ 4

Warranty, liability

1. OpenSolution does not grant warranty for the Plugins. The Users acknowledges, that the 

Plugins are free and not covered by any warranty.

2. OpenSolution is not liable for damages that might occur as a result of factors independent

of OpenSolution, actions of third parties or lack thereof, as well as the Software not being 

compatible with other software or servers.

3. OpenSolution is not liable for damages, defects and errors of Plugins and their effects 

occurred as a result of unauthorized or incorrect use of Plugins by the User or third 

parties.

4. The User acknowledges, that before installing Plugins he or she should read their 

description, settings in the documentation as well as the Software's documentation.



§ 5

Termination of the Agreement

1. The Agreement is terminated when the User stops to use the Plugins. Every User can 

terminate the Agreement at any time. Termination of the Agreement by the User obliges 

the User to stop using the Software including the Plugins immediately, and in case the 

Agreement is breached, to satisfy all of its stipulations in particular to compensate for 

damages on therms described in the paid Software license.

2. Termination of the Agreement by the User does not create any obligations on 

OpenSolution in particular reimbursement of any installation or use costs incurred by the

User.

§ 6

Additional and final provisions

1. Any changes to the Agreement or additional arrangements with the User must be 

confirmed in a written or digital form, otherwise it will be considered invalid, they must 

be confirmed by both sides. Digital statement of intent for the purpose of this Agreement 

is equivalent to a written one.

2. The Agreement is subject to and interpreted under the Polish law.

3. Disputes arising from this Agreement and not settled by negotiation, will be settled by an 

appropriate court.


